FDA requires warnings about increased risk of serious heart-related events, cancer, blood clots, and death for JAK inhibitors that treat certain chronic inflammatory conditions
Approved uses also being limited to certain patients

This information is an update to the FDA Drug Safety Communication issued on February 4, 2021. FDA also previously communicated about the safety clinical trial with Xeljanz, Xeljanz XR (tofacitinib) in February 2019 and July 2019.

X-XX-2021  FDA Drug Safety Communication

What safety concern is FDA announcing?
Based on a completed U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) review of a large randomized safety clinical trial, we have concluded there is an increased risk of serious heart-related events such as heart attack or stroke, cancer, blood clots, and death with the arthritis and ulcerative colitis medicines Xeljanz and Xeljanz XR (tofacitinib). This trial compared Xeljanz with another type of medicine used to treat arthritis called tumor necrosis factor (TNF) blockers in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. The trial’s final results also showed an increased risk of blood clots and death with the lower dose of Xeljanz. A prior DSC based upon earlier results from this trial, reported an increased risk of blood clots and death only seen at the higher dose.

We are requiring new and updated warnings for two other arthritis medicines in the same drug class as Xeljanz, called Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors, Olumiant (baricitinib) and Rinvoq (upadacitinib). Olumiant and Rinvoq have not been studied in trials similar to the large safety clinical trial with Xeljanz, so the risks have not been adequately evaluated. However, since they share mechanisms of action with Xeljanz, FDA considers that these medicines may have similar risks as seen in the Xeljanz safety trial.

Two other JAK inhibitors, Jakafi (ruxolitinib) and Inrebic (fedratinib), are not indicated for the treatment of arthritis and other inflammatory conditions and so are not a part of the updates being required to the prescribing information for Xeljanz, Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, and Rinvoq. Jakafi and Inrebic are used to treat blood disorders and require different updates to their prescribing information. If FDA becomes aware of any additional safety information or data that warrants updates to the prescribing information for these medicines, we may take further action and will alert the public.

What is FDA doing?
We are requiring revisions to the Boxed Warning, FDA’s most prominent warning, for Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, and Rinvoq to include information about the risks of serious heart-related events, cancer, blood clots, and death. Recommendations for health care professionals will include consideration of the benefits and risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or continuing therapy. In addition, to ensure the benefits of these three medicines outweigh the risks in patients who receive them, we are limiting all approved uses to certain patients who have not responded or cannot tolerate one or more TNF blockers. Changes will also be made to several sections of the prescribing information and to the patient Medication Guide.
What are Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, and Rinvoq and how can they help me?

Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, and Rinvoq are used to treat certain serious, chronic, and progressive inflammatory conditions. Xeljanz was the first to be approved in 2012. All three medicines are approved to be used alone or with other drugs to treat rheumatoid arthritis (RA), a condition in which the body attacks its own joints, causing pain, swelling, joint damage, and loss of function. Xeljanz is also approved to treat psoriatic arthritis, a condition that causes joint pain and swelling; ulcerative colitis, which is a chronic, inflammatory disease affecting the colon; and polyarticular course juvenile idiopathic arthritis, a type of childhood arthritis. Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, and Rinvoq work by decreasing the activity of the immune system; an overactive immune system contributes to RA, psoriatic arthritis, ulcerative colitis, and polyarticular course juvenile idiopathic arthritis.

What should patients do?
Those taking Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, or Rinvoq should tell your health care professional if you are a current or past smoker, or have had a heart attack, other heart problems, stroke, or blood clots in the past as these may put you at higher risk for serious problems with the medicines. Patients starting these medicines should also tell your health care professional about these risk factors. Seek emergency help right away if you have any symptoms that may signal a heart attack, stroke, or blood clot, including:

- Discomfort in the center of your chest that lasts for more than a few minutes, or that goes away and comes back
- Severe tightness, pain, pressure, or heaviness in your chest, throat, neck, or jaw
- Unusual pain or discomfort in your arms, back, neck, jaw, or stomach
- Shortness of breath with or without chest discomfort
- Breaking out in a cold sweat
- Nausea or vomiting
- Feeling lightheaded
- Weakness in one part or on one side of your body
- Slurred speech
- Drooping on one side of your mouth
- Swelling of a leg or arm
- Leg pain or tenderness, or red or discolored skin in the painful or swollen leg or arm

Treatment with these medicines is associated with an increased risk of certain cancers including lymphoma and lung cancer, so inform your health care professional if you experience signs and symptoms such as swelling of lymph nodes in your neck, armpits, or groin; constantly feeling tired; fever; night sweats; persistent or worsening cough; difficulty breathing; hoarseness or wheezing; or unexplained weight loss. Talk to your health care professional if you have any questions or concerns.

What should health care professionals do?
Health care professionals should consider the benefits and risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or continuing therapy with Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, or Rinvoq. This is particularly the case in patients who are current or past smokers, those with other cardiovascular risk factors, those who develop a malignancy, and those with a known malignancy other than a
successfully treated nonmelanoma skin cancer. Reserve these medicines for patients who have had an inadequate response or intolerance to one or more TNF blockers. Counsel patients about the benefits and risks of these medicines and advise them to seek emergency medical attention if they experience signs and symptoms of a heart attack, stroke, or blood clot.

**What did FDA find?**

When FDA first approved Xeljanz, we required the manufacturer, Pfizer, to conduct a safety clinical trial in patients with RA who were taking methotrexate to evaluate the risk of serious heart-related events, cancer, and infections. The trial studied two doses of Xeljanz (5 mg twice daily, which is the approved dosage for RA, and a higher 10 mg twice daily dosage) in comparison to a TNF blocker also used to treat the condition. Patients in the trial were required to be at least 50 years old and have at least one risk factor for heart disease.

Our review of the final trial results showed a higher rate of serious heart-related events such as heart attack and stroke, cancer, blood clots, and death in patients treated with both doses of Xeljanz compared to those treated with TNF blockers. Importantly, a higher rate of blood clots and death was seen with both doses of Xeljanz compared to TNF blockers, whereas previous interim results showed the risk only with the higher dose. For cancers, a higher rate of lymphomas was observed in patients treated with Xeljanz compared to those treated with TNF blockers. A higher rate of lung cancers was observed in current or past smokers treated with Xeljanz compared to those treated with TNF blockers. Current or past smokers had an additional increased risk of overall cancers (See Data Summary).

Other JAK inhibitors have not been studied in similar large safety clinical trials, so the risk with these medicines has not been evaluated. However, since they share mechanisms of action with Xeljanz, FDA considers that these medicines may have similar risks as seen in the safety trial with Xeljanz.

**What is my risk?**

All medicines have side effects even when used correctly as prescribed, but in general the benefits of taking a medicine outweigh these risks. It is important to know that people respond differently to all medicines depending on their health, other medicines they are taking, the diseases they have, genetic factors, and many other factors. As a result, we cannot determine how likely it is that someone will experience these side effects when taking Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, or Rinvoq.

However, if you are a current or past smoker, or have had a heart attack, other heart problems, stroke, or blood clots in the past, you should tell your health care professional as these may put you at higher risk for serious problems with these medicines.

**How do I report side effects from Xeljanz, Olumiant, or Rinvoq?**

To help FDA track safety issues with medicines, we urge patients and health care professionals to report side effects involving Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, Rinvoq, or other medicines to the FDA MedWatch program, using the information in the “Contact FDA” box at the bottom of the page.

**How can I get new safety information on medicines I’m prescribing or taking?**
You can sign up for email alerts about Drug Safety Communications on medicines or medical specialties of interest to you.

**Facts about Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR (tofacitinib), Olumiant (baricitinib), and Rinvoq (upadacitinib)**

- These medicines are part of a class called Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors and are used to treat certain serious, chronic, and progressive inflammatory conditions.
- All three medicines are approved to be used alone or with other medicines to treat rheumatoid arthritis. Xeljanz is also approved to treat psoriatic arthritis, ulcerative colitis, and polyarticular course juvenile idiopathic arthritis.
- These medicines work by decreasing the activity of the immune system.
- These medicines are available to be given orally as immediate-release tablets, extended-release tablets that release the medicine into the body over time, and solution.
- Common side effects of these medicines include upper respiratory tract infections such as the common cold and sinus infections, bronchitis, headache, cough, increased cholesterol levels, high blood pressure, increased muscle enzyme levels, rash, nausea, diarrhea, acne, cold sores, and shingles.

**Additional Information for Patients**

- FDA is requiring new and updated warnings about an increased risk of serious heart-related events such as heart attack or stroke, cancer, blood clots, and death with the medicines Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR (tofacitinib), Olumiant (baricitinib), and Rinvoq (upadacitinib) used to treat certain serious inflammatory conditions including rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and ulcerative colitis.
- We are also limiting the use of these medicines to certain patients who are not treated effectively or who experience severe side effects with another type of medicine used to treat serious inflammatory conditions called tumor necrosis factor (TNF) blockers.
- If you are taking Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, or Rinvoq, tell your health care professional if you are a current or past smoker, or have had a heart attack, other heart problems, stroke, or blood clots in the past as these may put you at higher risk for serious problems with the medicines. Before starting these medicines, also tell your health care professional about these risk factors.
- Seek emergency help right away if you have any symptoms that may signal a heart attack, stroke, or blood clot, including:
  - Discomfort in the center of your chest that lasts for more than a few minutes, or that goes away and comes back
  - Severe tightness, pain, pressure, or heaviness in your chest, throat, neck, or jaw
  - Pain or discomfort in your arms, back, neck, jaw, or stomach
  - Shortness of breath with or without chest discomfort
  - Breaking out in a cold sweat
  - Nausea or vomiting
  - Feeling lightheaded
  - Weakness in one part or on one side of your body
  - Slurred speech
- Drooping on one side of your mouth
- Swelling of a leg or arm
- Leg pain or tenderness, or red or discolored skin in the painful or swollen leg or arm

- Also inform your health care professionals if you experience signs and symptoms such as:
  - Swelling of lymph nodes in your neck, armpits or groin
  - Constantly feeling tired
  - Fever
  - Night sweats
  - Persistent or worsening cough
  - Difficulty breathing
  - Hoarseness or wheezing
  - Unexplained weight loss.

- Read the patient Medication Guide every time you receive a prescription for Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, or Rinvoq. The Medication Guide will be updated with this new or other important information about your medicine. It explains the important things that you need to know. These include the side effects, what the medicine is used for, how to take and store it properly, and other things to watch out for when you are taking the medicine.

- Talk to your health care professional if you have any questions or concerns.

- To help FDA track safety issues with medicines, report side effects from Xeljanz, Olumiant, Rinvoq, or other medicines to the FDA MedWatch program, using the information in the "Contact FDA" box at the bottom of this page.

- You can sign up for email alerts about Drug Safety Communications on medicines or medical specialties of interest to you.

**Additional Information for Health Care Professionals**

- FDA is requiring new and updated warnings about an increased risk of major adverse cardiovascular events, malignancy, thrombosis, and mortality with the Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors Xeljanz, Xeljanz XR (tofacitinib), Olumiant (baricitinib), and Rinvoq (upadacitinib).

- Reserve these medicines for patients who have had an inadequate response or intolerance to one or more TNF blockers.

- Consider the benefits and risks for the individual patient prior to initiating or continuing therapy with Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, or Rinvoq, particularly in patients who are current or past smokers, those with other cardiovascular risk factors, those who develop a malignancy, and those with a known malignancy other than a successfully treated nonmelanoma skin cancer.

- Inform patients about the symptoms of serious cardiovascular events and to seek emergency medical attention if they occur.

- Encourage patients to read the Medication Guide they receive with each prescription, which explains the safety risks and provides other important information.

- To help FDA track safety issues with medicines, report adverse events involving Xeljanz/Xeljanz XR, Olumiant, Rinvoq, or other medicines to the FDA MedWatch program, using the information in the "Contact Us" box at the bottom of this page.

- You can sign up for email alerts about Drug Safety Communications on medicines or medical specialties of interest to you.
Data Summary

When FDA first approved Xeljanz (tofacitinib), we required the manufacturer, Pfizer, to conduct a randomized safety clinical trial in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) who were taking methotrexate to evaluate the risk of cardiovascular events, malignancy, and infections. It was a multicenter, randomized, open-label trial to evaluate two doses of Xeljanz (5 mg twice daily (N=1455), which is the approved dosage for RA, and a higher 10 mg twice daily dosage (N=1456)) in comparison to treatment with a tumor necrosis factor (TNF) blocker (N=1451). Patients in the trial were required to be 50 years of age or older and have at least one cardiovascular risk factor. The co-primary endpoints were major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE), defined as cardiovascular death, nonfatal myocardial infarction, and nonfatal stroke; and malignancy, excluding nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC). The trial was designed to exclude a prespecified risk margin of 1.8 for the hazard ratio of combined Xeljanz regimens when compared to the TNF blocker control for each co-primary endpoint. The median on-study follow-up time was 4 years.

The mean age of the population was 61 years and the median age was 60 (range 50-88 years). Most patients were female (78 percent) and Caucasian (77 percent). The noninferiority criterion was not met for the comparison of the combined Xeljanz regimens to TNF blockers for the endpoints of MACE and malignancies since the upper limit of the 95% confidence intervals (CI) for these hazard ratios exceeded the prespecified noninferiority criterion of 1.8. For MACE, the estimated hazard ratio and 95% CI associated with the combined Xeljanz regimens relative to TNF blockers were 1.33 (0.91, 1.94). For malignancies excluding NMSC, the estimated hazard ratio and 95% CI associated with the combined Xeljanz regimens relative to TNF blockers were 1.48 (1.04, 2.09).

There was an increased risk of death, MACE, malignancies, and thrombosis associated with both regimens of Xeljanz. The data showed evidence of a dose-dependent increased risk for MACE, all-cause mortality, and thrombosis at both doses of Xeljanz when compared to treatment with TNF blockers. Additionally, the data showed evidence of a non-dose-dependent increased risk for malignancy excluding NMSC at both doses of Xeljanz when compared to TNF blockers. Lymphomas and lung cancers were observed at a higher rate in patients treated at both doses of Xeljanz compared to those treated with TNF blockers. In particular, a higher rate of lung cancers was observed in current or past smokers treated with Xeljanz. Current or past smokers had an additional increased risk of overall cancers.

Other JAK inhibitors have not been studied in similar large safety clinical trials, so the risk with these medicines has not been evaluated. However, since they share mechanisms of action with Xeljanz, FDA considers that these medicines may have similar risks as seen in the safety clinical trial with Xeljanz.
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